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Abstract
Magnetic measurementsand band structurecalculationswere performed on YCo,-,Si, and GdCor-.Si, systems.For the YCo, .Si.
exchange enhanced paramagnetsthe magnetic susceptibilities have maxima and at temperatures7)I*
a Curie-Weiss type behavior is
evidenced. The effective cobalt moments decreasewhen silicon content increases.This fact was attributed to p-d hybridization effects as
evidenced from band structure calculations. The magnetic behavior of cobalt was analyzed in spin fluctuations model. The saturation
moments at4.2K in GdCo, ,Si, system are in agreementwith those obtained from band structurecalculations.The effective cobalt
momentsin GdCo. ,Si, compoundsare smaller than thosedeterminedin YCo, .Si, system.This fact was attributedto partial quenching
of spin fluctuations by internal field. @ 2001 Elsevier Science By. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a previous paper [ ] we showed that the magnetic
susceptibilities.X, of strong exchangeenhancedparamagnets, such as YCo. or LuCo., at T:15 K, follow a 7'
dependenceas predictedby paramagnonmodel l2l. The y
values increasewith temperature,show maxima and then
decrease.At 7 > 7x. where 7* is a characteristictemperature for a given system, the magnetic susceptibilities
follow Curie-Weiss type dependencies. The effective
cobalt moments, in the above compounds, are close to that
of Co2* ion consideringonly spin contribution.The above
behavior is typical for a spin-fluctuationssystem [3,4].
Michels et al. [5] studied the magnetic properties of
YCo,-,Si, compoundsat I<380 K. It is concludedthat
the substitution of Si for Co can lead to susceptibility
enhancementfactors of 3-6. Because of magnetic impurities no reliable data were obtainedin the low temperature range. Later on, Duc [6] concluded that by partial
substitution of Co by Si, the ordering temperatures are
almost constantfor R(CoSi), systemswith R:Gd, Tb and
Dy, whereas a reduction of 3d magnetic moment is
observed.
In this paper we analyze to what extent the magnetic
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behaviorof RCo, (R:Y or Gd) is changedwhen cobalt is
replaced by silicon. We therefore analyzed the magnetic
propertiesof YCo,-,Si. and GdCo,-.Si. systemsover a
large temperaturerange. In addition, band structure calculations were performed and correlated with experimental
data.

2. Experimental
The RCo, -,Si, (R:Y or Gd) compoundswere prepared
by levitation method in purified argon atmosphere.A small
excessof rare-earth(-l%o) was used in order to compensate for loss by evaporation during the melting. The
sampleswere heat treated in vacuum at 1000"C for 5 days.
The X-ray analysesshow the presenceof only one phase
having cubic Cl5 type structure for r:0.3 when R:Y
and .r:0.40 when R:Gd.
Magnetic measurementswere performed in the temperature range 4.2-800 K and external fields up to 10 T. The
spontaneousmagnetizationswere determined from magnetization isotherms according to saturation law M :
M,(l - a/H) + y,rH.We denotedby Xu a field independent
susceptibilityand a is the coefficientof magnetichardness.
In the paramagneticrange,the magneticsusceptibilities,X
were determined from their field dependencies,according
to the relation X. : y + cM,lH, by extrapolation of the
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measuredvalues Xm to llH+o
l7l.By c is denoteda
presumed impurity content and M. is their saturation
magnetization. By this method any possible altemation of
magnetic susceptibility as result of the presence of small
quantities of magnetic ordered phase is avoided. For all
compounds the estimated impurity content, if it exists, is
smaller than O.2Vo.
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3. Experimental results
c,

The thermal variations of reciprocal susceptibilities for
YCo,-.Si* comp_oundsare plotted in Fig. l. At low
temperatures,a T' dependencewas shown for compounds
with .r:0 and 0.1. Since the maxima in susceptibilitiesfor
compounds with higher silicon content are shifted to lower
temperatures, no reliable temperature dependenciesof X
values for samples with ;:0.2 can be obtained in the
temperature range T <20 K. Above a characteristic temperature,Z*, the y us. T curvesfollow a Curie-Weiss type
behavior. The effective cobalt moments decrease when
increasing silicon content (Fig. 2). We note that the
enhancementfactors of susceptibilities when doping with
silicon are not as high as previously reported [5].
The thermal variations of spontaneous magnetizations
for GdCor-,Si. compoundsare given in Fig. 3. The Curie
temperaturesdecreasewhile the saturation magnetizations
increasewhen cobalt is replacedby silicon (Fig. a). This is
in agreement with a ferrimagnetic-type ordering, the
gadolinium and cobalt magnetizations being antiparallely
oriented.
The reciprocal susceptibilities show downward curvatures as function of temperature and in the high temperature range a linear temperature dependence is shown.
According to additional law of susceptibilities we de-
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Fig. 2. Compositions dependences of the effective cobalt moments in
RCo, ,Si, (R:Gd, Y) compounds

termined the contribution of cobalt atoms to the Curie
constant as well as the effective cobalt moments. The
M.r,(Co) values thus obtained are smaller than those
determinedin correspondingYCor-.Si. compounds(Fig.
2).

4. Band structure calculations
Band structure calculations were carried out by using the
ab initio tight binding linear muffin tin orbitals method in
the atomic sphere approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA). The
detailed procedure of calculations is described elsewhere
[8-ll]. In the framework of the local density approxi-
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Fig. l. Thermal variations of reciprocal susceptibilitiesfor YCo,..Si,
compounds.
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Fig. 3. Thermal variation of spontaneousmagnetization for GdCo" -Si.
system.
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Fig. 4. Composition dependenceof the saturation magnetizationsat 4.2 K
(O) and of Curie temperatures (!). The computed magnetizations
determined from band structure calculations are also plotted (A).
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mation (LDA), the total electronic potential is the sum of
the external, Coulomb and exchange-correlationpotentials
[3]. The functional form of the exchange-correlation
energy used in the present work was the free-electron gas
parameterizationof von Barth and Hedin [2]. Relativistic
corrections are included without the spin-orbit coupling.
An Y*Co,u structure having eight times greater unit cell
than that of YCo, was assumed.In this cell the cobalt was
substituted by one or two silicon atoms, corresponding to
compositionsx:0.125 and x:0.250.
The projected total density of statesas well as that of Co
d band forYrCo,u is plotted in Fig. 5a. The Fermi level is
situated above the characteristic double sharp peak structure of local DOS of cobalt d states.The state densities of
Co d and Si p bands for YrCo,rSi and YrCo,rSi,
compositions are given in Fig. 5b and c, respectively. The
double peak structure of Co d statesdecreasein intensity,
when Si content increases,more important changes being
evidenced for the peak situated near Fermi level. The
double peak structure is broadened by p-d hybridization
and in addition the Co 3d band is shifted to lower energies.
The state density at the Fermi level increasesslightly for
the compoundwith x:0.125 and then decreases.
This fact
is reflected by the values of computed susceptibilities at 0
K which increaseby -5Vo for x:0.125, being only a little
smaller than that of parent compoundfor x:0.250 (Table
I ). We mention that the state density at the Fermi level for
YCo,rSio, composition outside of the range in which
solid solutions are formed, determined by Aoki and
Yamada [3], was confirmed by the presentstudy.
The magnetic susceptibilitiescomputed from band structures at 0 K are generally lower than those experimentally
determinedat 1.7 K. The ratio of measuredand calculated
values are l.l5 for r:0
and increaseup to =3 for
x:0.25.
The magnetic moments per formula unit determined
from band structurecalculationin GdCor_,Si. compounds
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Fig. 5. hojected DOS curves calculated for: (a) Y*Co,u total and Co d;
(b) Y.Co,,Si, Co d and Si p; and (c) YrCo,,Si,, Co d and Si p.

show the same trend as those experimentally determined,
being greateronly by -0.3 pu 6-6Vo) (Fig. a).
The gadolinium moments are higher than 7 ;.^c"due to
TableI
Magnetic moments of Gd*Co,o -Si, at 0 K
Compound

R:Gd
Mcd(4f)

R*Co,o
RrCo,,Si
RrCo,.Si,

7
7
'7

R:Y

(ft/atom)
Mcd(sd)

M..

I'10'(emu/mol)

0.530
0.493
0.446

- t.r2
-0.97
-0.77

2.258
2.5'11
2.184
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polarizationof 5d band by 4f electron [4] (Table l). The
polarizations of 5d band decrease slowly when cobalt is
replaced by silicon. There is also evidence of the decrease
of cobalt moments, which is being confirmed by experimentally determined saturation magnetizations.

5. Discussion
The YCor-*Si, compounds show a magnetic behavior
similar to that reported for YCo, and which can be
described by the spin fluctuations model [3,4]. For a nearly
ferromagnetic alloy the wave number dependent susceptibility, Xo, has a large enhancement due to electronelectron interaction for small 4 values. The temperature
dependenceof yn is significant only for these 4, valpes.
The averageamplitude of local spin fluctuationr (Si"):
3kBT >q Xn is a temperature dependent quantity, increasing until it reaches an upper limit determined by charge
neutrality conditions at a temperature Z*. At f > I* the
system behaves as if having local moments. The ryomgnts
are localized in q-space.For YCo, compoundif (Si")

is

saturated, the charge neutrality cond^ition leads to an
effective moment characteristic for Co'- ion considering
only spin contribution [1]. When cobalt is gradually
substituted by silicon, there is a p-d type hybridization as
evidenced by band structure calculations. The degree of
hybridization increases with increasing Si content. This
modifies the electronic configuration of cobalt d band and
the effective cobalt moments decrease. The calculated
susceptibility for YCo, compound is close to that experimentally determined. For samples doped with silicon
the experimentally determined values are around twice
those computed from band structure. The reason for this
difference is not clear. In the analysis of experimental data
we eliminated the possible influence of magnetic impurities. Probably, the discrepancies may be due to d-d
correlation effects which were not consideredin computing
the density of states.
The effective cobalt moments determined in GdCor_,Si,
follow the same trend as those obtained in YCor_.Si,
system although the later are smaller than those obtained in
Y-based system. This fact may be attributed to partial
quenching of spin fluctuation by intemal field [5]. If the
exchange field is sufficiently large so that the Zeeman
splitting energy of opposite spin states is comparable or
larger than the characteristic spin fluctuation energy, the
paramagnonsno longer have sufficient energy to flip spins
and therefore the inelastic spin flip scattering is quenched.
A magnetic field of the order of the characteristic spin
fluctuation temperature, 2., is needed to quench the spin
fluctuation enhancementt16-181. A partial quenching of
spin fluctuations by external fields was evidenced also in
YCo, and LuCor. The decreaseof the electronic specific

heat constantsin a field of l0 T was 4Vo for YCo" and
l07o for LuCo, [8].
The saturation magnetizations per formula unit experimentally determinedat 4.2 K for GdCor-"Si* system
are in good agreementwith the computed values (Fig. 4).
The polarization of 5d band by 4f electrons decreases
slightly from 0.53 pulatom (r:0) to 0.446 pcu for x:
0.250. The exchange interactions between Gd and Co take
place by 5d-3d hybridization which lead to an antiparallel
coupling of gadolinium and cobalt magnetizations. The
cobalt moments are modified by doping with silicon. These
changes may be attributed also to p-d hybridization
effects.
Finally, we conclude that the magnetic behavior of
cobalt in YCor_,Si, and GdCo, .Si- may be well described by the theory of spin fluctuations. Temperature
induced cobalt moments are evidenced in paramagnetic
range. These moments are affected by p-d hybridization as
evidenced by band structure calculations and also by
partial quenching of spin fluctuations by internal field.
The agreement between the computed magnetizations
and those experimentallydeterminedin GdCor_,Si, system is rather good. The saturation cobalt moments decrease when increasing silicon content. This leads to the
diminution of exchange interactions as evidenced by the
lowering of the Curie temperatures.
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